Smoking Wolf: Invisible Teacher
The Journeying Sharman. The absent teacher. The one who inspires from afar, from a
memory, or from an inspiration. One who shows up temporarily, shares an inspiration,
inspires a revelation, then continues upon their Journey.
Smoking Wolf plants seeds, ideas, far and wide for those who choose to see and hear
… the ideas are bountiful. Forming inventions, solutions, creations …
Smoking Wolf is here today to remind you to Communicate with your only true
teacher, your Higher Mind. Do you really think you came on this Journey without a
guide? Do you really think you would have come so unprepared? As though you
didn’t think this through, didn’t have a mind to think with. Do you really think what you have been taught
this life time is the extent of your knowledge and/or wisdom? No, that is just what you have been led to
believe by those who like taking advantage of your ‘entrained’ ignorance.
We were fully conscious when we chose to place a marker on this map, a physical body on this plane. We
consciously chose where to place our marker/body and with whom. We even went so far as to place guide
posts, signs, along the way to keep us on track to our goal, to experience a life on earth with or without our
memory of who we really are.
As these Medicine Cards are all about seeing the signs, the omens and guides in our daily life. Smoking
Wolf is our reminder to use our Creative Imagination to form the omens we want to see, the life we want
to experience. To no longer be at cause to our external clues, but be the cause of our inner life and have
that reflect in our reality. To live by conscious design. We are already doing so by unconscious design, so it
makes sense to evolve beyond this to being aware of our Self and our Journey.
We are the authority of our reality. We also have the authority to forget this, to doubt this, to discredit this
idea, this concept. To do so, simply slows down our conscious awareness … but it does not stop the
Progress of our consciousness into Consciousness. That is pre-ordained by our Higher Mind in the nonform of Consciousness. We are our Higher Mind, we are our Smoking Wolf. Except when we doubt this.
Then we are simply the silent Smoking Wolf … but only ever silenced temporarily.
The voices we hear in our Mind are good and right, until we make them wrong. Sometimes they clamour
for our attention like children who are not getting enough attention from an emotionally absent carer.
Even children know just how much attention they are supposed to be receiving. So give those voices the
attention they deserve. Listen to them, deal with them, and allow those inner voices to become the
emotionally mature supportive participants in your life that they are destined to be. One of them is
Smoking Wolf, your Journey Guide for this life time on this earth plane.
Smoking Wolf represents the invisible teacher/guide we have provided ourselves with for this earth walk.
Here to remind us we are not our body, and that there is no force greater than our Consciousness. It is now
time to reclaim your Consciousness; to release the conditioning previously created, like shrugging off a
heavy overcoat on a warm day.
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